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Streamline 

Session covers: Arrival of bridal party at ceremony venue, 
ceremony photography (if required and permitted) and one and 
a half hours of photography after conclusion of ceremony. 
Supply of digital proofs (online or on DVD), a Photobook album 
of your favourite 24-30 images and one 10X8 bride and groom 
portrait print. Option to buy further prints, canvases, books and 
more after proofs have been supplied.   £350 

Celebrate 

Session covers: Arrival of bride at ceremony venue, ceremony 
photography (if required and permitted) and photography of all 
proceedings until conclusion of speeches/wedding breakfast.  
Supply of digital proofs (online or on DVD), a Photobook album 
of your favourite 50 images, one 10X8 bride and groom portrait 
print. Option to buy further prints, canvases, books and more 
after proofs have been supplied. If you have an online proofs 
album, you can direct family and friends there to make their 
own selections.  £495 

Complete 

The perfect way to capture every special moment of your big 
day. One photographer will join the bride and her party, and 
the other the groomsmen, from a time specified by you, to 
complete a photographic diary of all your pre-wedding 
preparations and everything that follows, capturing your day 
from start to finish. We'll stay with you right up until , the end 
of your first dance (if required). We will supply you with a disc 
of low resolution images, which are yours to use as you see fit, 
and from which you can choose your favourite pictures to be 
used in your photobook album (up to 60 pages) and one for 
your bride and groom portrait (a 10 x8 print). Options to buy 
further prints, canvases, books and more. If you have an online 
proofs album, you can direct family and friends there to make 
their own selections. £625 

Ultimate 

As complete, but we will supply you with all of the full 
resolution digital images, fully edited and watermark free,  for 
you to reproduce as you wish.  £750 

EXTRAS     

Social add-on 

Add a DVD of lower resolution images, suitable for sharing on 
social media sites such as Facebook. These would not be 
suitable, and should not be used for, further reproduction of 
the images.  £15 

Parents album 
A smaller version of your own photobook, and an ideal gift to 
say thanks to the people who supported you on your big day £30 

 


